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time reinforcements were sent to the army, and Soubise
created a diversion in Hesse with 25,000 troops, which
had been intended to act as auxiliaries to the Austrians
in Bohemia. Ferdinand found himself under
recrosseTthe the necessity of recrossing the Rhine and re-
Rhine. tiring into Westphalia.
At this moment 8,500 English troops arrived from
England to reinforce Ferdinand's army.   Had they arrived
sooner lie nee<^ not ^ave rePassed the
En lish
auxiliaries     Rhine.    Had they been more numerous  he
nandFerdl~ might have carried the war into the enemy's
August. country, but it can hardly be doubted that Pitt
exercised a wise discretion in limiting himself to a less
ambitious part in the Coiltinental war. It was enough to
defend Hanover and draw off thither the strength of
France, while England struck a decisive blow at her
colonies and commerce.
Before the close of the year new life was infused into
Choiseui ^ae French Government by the appointment
Minister of of the Duke of Choiseui, the French ambassa-
AffaTrThi dor at Vienna, to the ministry of foreign affairs
France. jn faQ place of the well-meaning and sagacious
but altogether characterless Abb£ de Bernis.
The Government of France had for some time been
falling more and more into a condition of anarchy.    After
the death of Cardinal Fleury in 1743 the kingf.
Anarchy in      ,	,	, .	,   '	/-
the French then close upon thirty -three years of age,
an°d eweak-nt' anno<unced his intention of governing the king-
ness of the dom himself, as his great-grandfather, Louis
had not inherited his ancestor's energy and strength of
will. He possessed good abilities, but was too indolent
to use them, more anxious to conceal his ignorance than
to acquire information, quick of perception but without
the persistence and determination needful to make hi§

